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Economic Advisers and UK Exchange Rates

Lord Kaldor and theoristsofexportledgrowthmade a fallingpoundpredictablewhen
Labourwon the1974election.TheExchangerateindexwas 124.8in1975,@erhaps135in
1974),and107in1979.TheExchangeratecanalwaysbereducedby holdinginterestrates
down whichwillproduceextramonetarygrowth.Interestrateswere11YOin1974and1975,
and14°Ain1976.Inflationwas 16% in1974and25V0in1975.Afterthatmoney supply
tightenedandexchangeratesrosefrom1978to1979.

Ball and Burns Now SirJamesBallandSirTerenceBurnswereveryinfluentialafter1979.
Theirarticle“The InflationaryMechanismintheUK Economy”, American Economic
Review, September1976,was extremelypowerfulanditwas predictablethat,undertheir
itiuence,sterlingwouldrisesharply.Theexchangerateindexrosefrom107in1979to127
in1981.Therealexchangerateroseabout25°/0morethanthisbecausecomparativeitiation
wasalsofasterinBritainbyabout25% in1979-1981.

TheBallandBurnsexplanationofifiationisasfollows.Extramonetaryexpansionlowers
exchangerate.Then

1. Pricesoftradables(exportsandimportsubstitutes)risewithexchangeratetokeepin
linewithpricesof similargoodsoverseas.Ifexchangeratefalls20% pricesof
tradablesrise20°/0.

2. Compties producingtradablesraisewagesinlinewiththehigherpricestheycan
charge.

,>

3. Workersproducingnon-tradablesobtainpayincreasesinlinewithworkersintradable
sectorbecauseofprinciplesoffaircomparison.

4. Pricesrise20% inwholeeconomyoncewagesthroughouteconomyhaverisen20V0,
andcompetitiveadvantagefromdevaluationdisappear.

5. The wholeprocesstakesaboutthreeyears.Advantagefromdevaluationcomes
becauseitstimulatessupply.

SterlingpricesareraisedwithdevaluationandtheyremainunchangedinD Marks.

Costsofproduction are reduced 20V0 by devaluationatfirstwhen theyaremeasuredinD
Markswhichlowerssupplycurve.Devaluationisexploitedbecauseincentivetoexportis

increasedwhichraisesprofitsandnotbycuttingpricesinforeignmarkets.Buttheadvantage
ody lasttieeyears.

TheimplicationsoftheBall-Burnstheoryisthatrevaluationswillcutifiationatacostofjust
threeyearsofcompetitivenessloss.



Exchange~ategQesllp,pricescomedown,wagescomedown,inflationcomesdow.

To putexchangerateup,interestrates must be relativelyhighinternationallyand this
constrainsmonetarygrowth.

Thosewho heldsterlingfrom1979to1981gained20% on the exchangerate and about 10%
throughhigherLondoninterestrates.Thisissuchabargainthatsterlingmustrisetothepoint
whereitisexpectedtofall.Otherwiseeveryonewouldwanttoholdit.Sterlingthereforerise
tothepointwhereitisexpectedtofall,soitrisestoofar.

ItthereforeOVERSHOOTS.

From 1981to1987itfellfrom127to100.

A country cannot control both the money supp~ and the mchange rate.

1
men interestratesaresuchastoproducealowexchangeratemoneyexpandsover-rapidly.
men interestratesarehightoproduceahighexchangeratemonetarygrowthslowsorstops.
A countrywithexchangeratetargetswillgetitsmoneysupplywrong. I
Thisunderlinesthevolatilityofactualexchangeratemovementsandthedangersofexchange
ratetargetingwhichmay seektocontrolforcesthatareunpredictable. I
Exchangeratetargetingproveddisastrousin1987-88(ShadowingtheD Mark)andin1990-
92(ERM Membership).

I
SituationexacerbatedbyimpactofDollar~Markvolatility.

I
Sterlingcannotshadowboth,buta lowdollarunderminescompetitivenessofUK high-tech
industrieslikeaircrafiandpharmaceuticals. I
Shadowingacontinentalcurrencythereforeleaveshigh-techindustryvulnerable.Shadowing
thedollarwouldleaveusvulnerableinEuropeanmarkets.

Marketstakesuchitiuencesintoaccount.

Thereis not a precise Money-Exchange rate equation.Hacchemd To~end, ‘Modelling
Sterling’sEffective ExchangeRate’, @ford Economic Papers, 1981. TheseBank of England
economists tried to show that monetary policy wasloosefrom1972-76whensterlingfelland
higherafier1976whensterlingrose.
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Theyfound:

The predominantimpressionlefiby ourresultsisone of failure;we havenot
succeededin findingregularitiesin the datato helpexplainthe fundamental
determinantsofsterling’sexchangerate.Our researchhasfailedtoyieldempirical
supportforanyofthetheoriestested,includingmostnotablythemonetarymodel.
Lookingpositivelyatourresults,itistruethatwe haveidentifiedanauto-regressive
processwhichprovidessomesupportforthepropositionthattheexchangeratewill
notfollowarandomwalk.p.243

Matever unpredictablefactorshavewreckedtheBank ofEngland’sequationswill
alsoproduceunwantedmonetaryeffectsifafixedexchangeratetargetispursuedand
thereforeseriousdamagetothestabilityoftherealeconomy.
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It b-asbeen shown in previous lectures that the exchange rate

influences inflation. A lower exchange rate increases the

prices which can be charged for tradables, exports and goods

and services which compete with imports. This increases the

pr~ices which companies

charge both at home and

they can afford to pay.

Lower interest rates

that produce tradables can afford to

overseas and the wages and salaries

That will be inflationary.

will increase the attraction of

borrowing and enhance the security of loans, and the li~idity

of financial institutions. They will also raise asset prices.

Lower interest rates will therefore raise effective

the rate of growth of the money supply. The impact

will also be inflationary.

demand and

of these

If lower interest rates and a lower exchange rate both have

an inflationary tendency, it is possible to offset the

inflationary impact of lower interest rates with a higher

exchange rate, and vice versa. There should always be a

combination of lower interest rates and higher exchange rates

which has a neutral long-term impact on inflation.

In Figure 1, the ~—l-ine sets out—th=t—c-o-ti-fn-a-t-i-on.AJL—&}le

left, the exchange rate is very strong, but the interest rate

is low. Moving up the AA line to the right, as the exchange

rate becomes lower, the rate of interest rises. EverY point

on AA supposedly

Figure 1 also

foreign exchange

when a country’s

has the same long-term inflation rate.

has the line FF which shows the impact of the

market on a country’s interest rates. There

interest rates are high, its exchange rate
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will be strong. As the interest rate falls, the exchange rate

becomes weaker. At the right when the interest rate is very

low, the exchange rate is very weak.

If the Goverment wishes to maintain the inflation rate

shown by AA it must also satisfy the foreign exchange market.

That means it will also have to be on FF. The only way of

maintaining the inflation rate determined by AA will be to

hold its interest rate at r where AA and FF intersect. That

will produce an exchange rate of E.

The actual interest rate will be determined by the foreign

exchange market. If the government maintains a higher

interest rate than r the exchange rate will be stronger than E

and the economy will be above AA. That means that inflation

will fall below the target level shown by AA. If the interest

rate the goverment maintains is below r, the exchange rate

will fall below E, the economy will be below AA and inflation

will rise.

The interest rate which produces stable inflation at the

inflation target will vary with economic circumstances.

Figure 2 shows& the impact of a growing wave of portfolio

investment into the UK because future prospects are more

highly regarded. This lowers the FF line to F’F’ which raises

the exchange rate. Achieving the

compatible with the lower interest

Figure 3 illustrates the impact

inflation target is now

rate, r’.

of a deterioration in trade

prospects which raises FF to F’F’ because the foreign exchange

market now takes a less favorable view of sterling. This

lowers the exchange rate, so interest rates have to be raisesd
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EQ rfrf to maintain the inflation target, and counteract the

inflationary impact of a weaker exchange rate.

Figure 4 shows the effect of a simultaneous fall in raw

material prices and deterioration in trade prospects. The

lower raw material prices lower ~: maintaining the inflation

target is compatible with lower interest rates, but

deteriorating trade prospects raise FF. The two together

sharply reduce the exchange rate, but interest rates can

remain nearly unchanged because the two effects on inflation

counteract each other.

Figure 5 shows the effect of lower wage inflation which

lowers = and improving trade prospects which lower FF. The

two together allow interest rates to be sharply reduced

without an adverse impact on inflation.

The business community often pleads with government for

lower interest rates. These can only be reduced without
,

causing an acceleration of inflation if the pace of wage

inflation is at the same time slower as in the 1990s, and the

foreign exchange market has confidence in sterling. Otherwise

lower interest rates will take the economy below ~ and

inflation will accelerate.

Fi~l~Figures 6 and 7—111~-s-Er-a-t-e—t-h-e—imp-a-ct—o-&~Tl
— —

increasing tendency for a country’s government debt to grow.

This will weaken its attractiveness as an international

portfolio asset and so push the FF line up to F’F’, F“F”, etc.

That would rewire ever higher interest rates to keep the

country on ~ and maintain the inflation target. The exchange

rate would at the same time have a continual tendency to fall.
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If the country declines to raise interest rates as in

Figure 7, the economy would fall below ~ so.inflation would

/

,@ll
accelerate, and the exchange rate would all the faster.

The essence of the argument is that a government can

compensate for having too low an exchange rate by having too

high an interest rate and vice versa.

There will all the time be changes in sentiment in foreign

exchange markets which are far more powerful than the

/

go;b%brwh
resources of governments. when ~ waves of money from the

foreign exchange market governments have to ride with them. If

the wave is favorable as in Figure 2 the Government has to

allow the exchange rate to be bid upwards, but because this

will cut inflation, it can afford to reduce the rate of

interest which will be a popular move and still keep a lid on

inflation.

If there is an unfavorable movement from the foreign

exchange market as in Figure 3 the Government must allow the

exchange rate to fall, but it will now have to raise interest

rates if this fall is not to be inflationary.

If the Government is locked into a particular exchange

(w
rate as Lawson when he shadowed the D Mark in 1987-89 the

economy is likely to be forced off the ~ line with strong

inflationary or deflationary conse~ences because the interest

rate will not be able to stay on n. In 1987-89 it fell below

m with vast inflationary conse~ences.

If interest rate decisions are influenced by the political

short-term they will all too easily allow the economy to slip

below = and push up inflation.
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The difficulty with this approach which is perhaps the

best available is that the impacts of the interest rate and

the exchange rate on inflation have very different time

dimensions.

Higher interest rates must reduce inflation in the long-

term but in the short-term they will raise mortgage rates and

the cost of living and the pace of wage increases. Therefore

for about a year higher interest rates may raise inflation and

not reduce it. After that, once they influence the rate of

growth of the broad money supply, their impact will become

overwhelming, after say three to four years.

A higher exchange rate has some immediate negative impact

on prices, and this will grow.

There is therefore no sense in which this approach to

inflation control can become automatic. Wvernment must take

a view of what inflation will be two or three years in advance

and fix interest rates with these mediu term effects in mind.

This is what the Bank of England and the Treasury both seek to

do and they constantly compare their analyses. But inflation

can only be controlled if interest rates and the exchange rate

——
are both—fr-e-e—t-ovary.
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Assoofteninthepast,theUK has the highest growth rate of broad money among the

G7 countries.The banks have overcome the trauma of the recession oftheearly
1990s,their bad debt provisions are behind them and arguably they now have too

much capital instead of too little. In their chase for new business, they have driven

down margins on new loans and stimulated a dramatic surge in take-over activity.

Lending to the corporate sector has revived, and broad money growth has accelerated.

It appears still to be accelerating. This trend is unlikely to be reversed before the

general election, which will probably be in the spring of 1997. The behaviour of the

UK’smonetaryaggregates,whilehardlyencouragingfor its own long-term inflation

prospects, is one (rather minor) reason that the current world slowdown will not

become a recession.
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These are principally the need to overcome German reservations

and whether the excluded will acquiesce in their

marginalisation.

The Bundesbank and the German electorate have, on many

occasions, underlined their opposition to the replacement of

the D Mark by a new European currency. German opinion polls

repeatedly show a majority which varies between three-to-two

and two-to-one against the replacement of the D Mark. Hans

Tietmeyer the Bundesbank President has drawn attention to the

40 per cent decline in the basket ECU relative to the D Mark

from 3.08 DM in 1974 to 1.90 DM in 1994, with the result that

the inflation of prices in Germany would have been 2 per cent

per annum faster if the basket ECU had been the German money

of account instead of the D Mark. Interest rates would>

correspondingly have had to be 2 per cent higher. Dr

Tietmeyer has also insisted that it would undermine Europe if

there was a tension between economic-Europe with a First and a

Second Division and political-Europe where each country

participates in European Institutions with near-equal voting

rights.

The replacement of the D Mark by the Euro Mark has had the

total support of Helmut Kohl and those close to him.

Chancellor Kohl demonstrated in 1989 and in 1990 that the

power to determine economic questions which went beyond the

determination of interest rates and the detailed

implementation of monetary policy belonged to the Federal

Goverment and not the Bundesbank.
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Bllt a decision for Germany to replace the D Mark with a new

Euro must be ratified by the Bundestag in which the Christian

Democrats have a majority and the Bundesrat in which the SPD

has a majority, and these must both confirm that the list of

countries which joins with Germany conforms to the Maastricht

treaty obligations. This means that any weakening of the

Maastricht conditions to admit Europe’s more inflationary

economies may not be approved, even if this has Chancellor

Kohl’s support.

France is bound to join with Germany if EMU is to be

established at all in 1999. Which countries could then join

France and Germany is unclear, but there are several which

cannot possibly fulfil the Maastricht conditions of a 3 per

cent budget deficit, a 60 per cent public debt to GDP ratio,

and inflation and interest rates which are within 1% to 2

percentage points of the European Union’s leading performers.

Greece’s inflation of 8.4 per cent is more than 6 percentage

points too high,

is 13 percentage

11.5 per cent of

its long term interest rate of 19.5 per cent

points too high, its government deficit is

GDP and its debt to GDP ratio is 123 per cent

and rising. Italy’s debt to GDP ratio is as high as Greece’s,
.-

its inflation rate has risen to b per ce—n-t~~n-~—i-~-s-—i-o~iq--~~~,

interest rate of 11.5 per cent is 5 percentage points above

Germany’s. Spain’s long-term interest rate of 11 per cent is

only half a percentage point below Italy’s and its budget

deficit and inflation are a little too high, while with 22.8

per cent unemployment there is a lack of international

confidence that it will take the necessary deflationary

actions to fulfil the Maastricht conditions. It is because
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the next Spanish government is likely to be tempted to loosen

macroeconomic conditions to reduce intolerable unemployment

that Spanish real interest rates are so high. Portugal’s long

term interest rates are e~ally high, while Sweden has a

government deficit of 10.1 per cent of GDP and a public debt

to GDP ratio of 99 per cent. These five countries and Belgium

with its public debt to GDP ratio of 134 per cent cannot

possibly pass German scrutiny, whatever steps they may take to

move towards a fulfillmentof the conditions between now and

1997. Therefore at least six of the European fifteen will be

excluded, while Demark and Britain will be under no

obligation to participate.

Article 109j (paragraph 4) of the Treaty of Maastricht

includes the statement that, ‘the third stage shall start on 1

January 1999. Before 1 July 1999, the Council, meeting in the

composition of Heads of State or of Goverment, ... shall,
J

acting by a Walified majority and on the basis of the
I

recommendations of the Council ... confirm which M*er States

fulfil the necessary conditions for the adoption of a single

currency.‘ The reference to ‘acting by a ~alified majority’

confirms that the drafters of the Maastricht Treaty accepted

that the Heads of Goverment of Member States were entitled to

confirm or not confirm the list of participating countries

proposed on the ‘recommendations of the Council ‘ and that a

~alified majority was rewired to confirm the Commission’s

list. In ~alified majority voting, Italy and Spain count as

large countries and therefore enjoy more voting strength, and

if they decline to accept the Comission’s list, at least

initially as a prelude to further bargaining, they would



merely need to

the Maastricht

The outcome

be joined by two smaller countries to interrupt

procedure.

of such a tactic could be the offer of large

sums of European money from suddenly expanded solidarity funds

to expedite the transformation of the rejected economies to

the standards required by the successful. That is what the

Greek and Spanish technique of holding UP agrements well into

the night has achieved when it has been used in the past.

Alternatively the Heads of Goverment might in desperation

agree to dilute the conditions required for entry to EMU. If

that occurred, the final decision would fall to the Bundestag

and the Bundesrat, which would be under domestic pressure to

accept the outcome of the negotiations as the best achievable

deal for Germany. Britain might therefore be invited to join

a broad EMU into which Europe’s weaker economies had forced

their way, or a strong EMU with a limited mefiership confined

to the countries which had actually achieved convergence.

2. THE DECISION FOR BRITAIN IN 1998

There woulane no attraction in j-o–i–n-i–n-g–-a—w-e-ak—an-d–bro-a-d-~Y–
—.— —

based EMU. Several of the countries which are bound to fail

the Maastricht conditions have unemplo~ent which far exceeds

that in the rest of Europe. Spain’s unemplo~ent is 22.8 per

cent, Italy’s is 11.9 per cent and Greece’s is 10.1 per cent.

Their participation in a fixed exchange rate r~gime while

their inflation had failed to converge would destroy the

competitiveness of some of their surviving industry, so their
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unemployment would rise further, and there would be

corresponding growth in their need for solidarity funds. They

would each have a Director and therefore a vote in the

European Central Bank which determined European monetary

policy and their preoccupation with short-term considerations

in the face of desperate economic circumstances could often

lead them to vote for reflation, while the Bundesbank would

only have a single vote (the same as Greece’s) in favour of

monetary integrity. Fear of such conditions has already

produced a flood of German money into Switzerland.

The opt-out Britain secured at Maastricht leaves it under

no obligation to join a potentially inflationary European

currency together with additional obligations to provide

further solidarity funds. European decisions have not always

proved correct. The Common Agricultural Policy has proved a

millstone, and if Britain could have opted out in 1973, we

should now enjoy the benefits from lower food prices and less

public expenditure. A European currency union with the same

Mediterranean-wide membership as the CAP would produce higher

United Kingdom interest rates, more inflation and higher

public expenditure, and the United Kingdom

right to keep well clear of it. It should

participation in a broad-membership EMU.

actually has the

certainly avoid

The more interesting potential option where the balance

between advantage and disadvantage is far less clear is what

the reaction should be to an opportunity to join a small group

of macroeconomically well run economies. These could

potentially achieve an inflation performance far superior to

the United Kingdom’s from 1979 to 1995 when control of
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inflation was a central objective of government policy. In

these years the United Kingdom achieved acceptable inflation

from 1983 to 1988 and again from 1991 to 1995 but it allowed

inflation to reach 9% per cent in 1990. Because of Germany’s

superior counter-inflation credentials, a United Kingdom

decision to join a narrowly based hard EMU might well reduce

inflationary expectations and therefore United Kingdom

interest rates.

But there are significant Westions about a decision to

join a narrow base hard EMU. Previous lectures have shown

that the UK has only had sufficient means to control inflation

when it has been able to vary both the interest rate and the

exchange rate. If Britain was a member of EMU it would have

no independent influence over either the interest rate or the

exchange rate. Interest rates would be determined in the

European Central Bank in which Britain had only one vote (and,

we have rarely had sufficient influence in any European

Institution to determine the outcome of a decision) . The

exchange rate with our European partners would be fixed, and

we would have virtually no influence on the exchange rate of

the new Euro with the dollar and the yen. Again our influence

woul~~e tlat of—ome—d-i-r-e-c-t-o-r—ou-t—o-f—s-evera~.

The loss of freedom to vary the exchange rate has been much

discussed. In 1965 sterling was worth 11.25 D Marks and after

that the pound was devalued time after time and it has now (at

2.26 D Marks) reached one-fifth of its 1965 value. In that

time Germany’s share of world trade has risen markedly, while

in most years Britain’s has fallen. In addition, Germany’s

—

unemployment has been below Britain’s in most of the last I
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thirty years. Unemployment and shares of world trade depend

on far more than exchange rate flexibility or the lack of it,

but it would be surprising if the repeated acquiescence by the

British authorities in the medium-term inflationary

consequences of a falling pound has benefited British industry

and commerce. It is certainly arguable that United Kingdom

governments exercised the devaluation option over-loosely to

the detriment of the real economy. Hence the loss of the

devaluation option against European currencies could indeed

prove advantageous.

But there is a more serious objection to tying the United

Kingdom exchange rate to that of Germany and France and other

macroeconomically ‘sound’ European economies. The foreign

exchange market brackets sterling quite closely with the

dollar: during 1995 sterling and the dollar have moved almost

in parallel againt the D Mark, and in 1993 and 1994 the

sterling-dollar rate absorbed approximately one-half of rises

and falls in the D Mark-dollar rate. When the dollar fell

against the mark, the pound fell approximately half as much.

This may reflect the greater ratio of high-tech production

such as aircraft in United Kingdom trade than in French and

German trade. Britain’s ratio of high-tech products in total

exports is between one-and-a-half and twice that of France and

Germany, and its principal high-tech competitors are the

United States and Japan rather than the leading European

economies. To force sterling into a fixed rate with France

and Germany would prevent foreign exchange markets from

reflecting this difference in trade patterns. In consequence,

whenever the D Mark rose in relation to the dollar, the
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competitiveness of Britain’s high-tech industry would be more

severely undermined than if sterling could continue to move to

some degree with the dollar as it does at present.

A forced alignment of United Kingdom with French and German

interest rates could be still more damaging. Nigel Lawson’s

famous decision to shadow the D Mark in 1987-89 produced a

monetary explosion in Britain. In order to prevent sterling

from rising, British interest rates were set at a lower level

than domestic monetary conditions required. The consequent

escalation of bank and building society lending caused the

broad money supply (M3 and M4) to grow explosively which

produced the housing boom (that created today’s negative

equity) and an acceleration of inflation to 9% per cent by

1990.

An inappropriately high level of interest rates forced on

London from outside (such as the rates determined by the

Bundesbank in 1992 in Britain’s final months of Em membership

which Norman Lament was unable to persuade Helmut Schlesinger

to reduce) will conversely impose inappropriately tight

monetary conditions in Britain, including unduly slow growth

in bank and building society lending and the broad money

aggregates.

Yves-Thibault de Silguy, the European Commissioner for

Economic and Monetary Affairs told The Times on Nov@er 27

1995 that ‘The European Central Bank would have overall

control of a single money supply in the European Currency.

The concept of money supply in national banking systems would

no longer have any relevance’ . This would be true of MO, the

European monetary base, but not M3 and M4, measures of the
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money supply which include bank and building society deposits

which are also influential. It is a little surprising that

the European Monetary Commissioner should overlook M3 when

this is actually the measure of the money supply which the

Bundesbank targets with such success.

In 1987 United Kingdom MO, the only kind of money

Commissioner de Silguy takes into account, grew at less than 5

per cent per annum and its growth accelerated to a maximum of

8 per cent in 1988. The growth of United Kingdom MO exceeded

6 per cent from April 1994 until June 1995 and it actually

reached 7 per cent in September to December 1994 and in March

1995 so the inflationary signals from MO in 1987-89 were mite

similar to those experienced in the last fifteen months, when

it is now mite widely agreed that inflation is set to fall.

The damage in the Lawson boom came from M3 (which includes

all bank deposits) which grew at more than 20 per cent per

annum and M4 (which includes both bank and building society

deposits) which grew at a rate of almost 20 per cent. The

Bank of England would have no power to control these unless

the Governor could persuade his seven or eight fellow

Directors in Frankfurt to raise the level of interest rates

throughout Northern Europe. The Bank could seek to introduce

a corset and suchlike, but that would not prevent those in

Britain who regard interest rates as low from borrowing from

offshore banks in London, which was their reaction to Denis

Healey’s corset.

This would matter crucially to the ability to manage the

British economy because the rate of interest has a greater

impact on lending and borrowing in Britain than in the other
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~eadi~g E1.]ropeaneconomies. This is partly because almost all

British housing loans are on variable interest rate contracts.

A fall in interest rates therefore redistributes income

immediately and on a large scale from low-spending lenders

high-spending borrowers. The deposits rewired from house

purchasers in Britain’s highly competitive loan market are

near to zero when they are close to 50 per cent in much of

to

Europe. There is therefore a flood of demand for new loans in

Britain whenever short-term interest rates are judged to be at

bargain levels.

The City of London has enormously more international

financial activity than Frankfurt, Paris or Zurich. In 1995

daily foreign exchange market turnover exceeded $450 billion

in the United Kingdom when it was less than $100 billion in

Switzerland and Germany.’ In 1995 derivatives turnover was

almost twice as great in Britain as in France and Germany

cotiined.z In 1992 marine insurance was almost twice as great

and Germany combined while aviation

seven times as great.3 In 1995 cross-

greater in London than in France and

in Britain as in France

insurance was more than

border bank-lending was

Germany combined, and ewity turnover was one-and-a-half times

as great while turnover in f-o-r-e-l–gn—e-~~n-e-s—wa-~a-lmes-t—kk.-~-z-t~y
.— ,.

times as great: markets for these scarcely exist in Frankfurt

1 Bank of England Quarterly Bulletin, November 1995, p.363.

2 ‘Key Statistics on Financial Ativity in UK, France and

Germany’, City Competitiveness Group, Bank of England.

3 Corporation of Lloyds.
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and Paris.A Because of London’s far greater level and variety

of financial activity than Frankfurt and Paris, sustaining a

level of sterling interest rates which avoids overheating and

consequent unpredictable market instability matters more.

With London financial markets of such size and sophistication,

severe damage could result from inappropriate interest rates

in a manner which may only be understood after the event.

Because broad money lending and borrowing is more sensitive

to the rate of interest in Britain than in other European

financial centres while financial activity is so much more

extensive in London, it is vital that the Bank of England (in

cooperation with the Chancellor or independently) should

retain control of the level of London interest rates. This is

a consideration which could outweigh all others, especially

when the Lawson boom effects of inappropriate interest rates

are considered with their legacy of negative equity from which

the economy has still not entirely recovered.

There is a good deal of apprehension in the City that its

present high share of global financial activity will be

undermined and Frankfurt’s enhanced if London has to face

competition from the heart of a far larger currency-bloc.

This will be no kind of competition if financially weak

economies are admitted to EMU, and even if they are not,

Britain will retain the financial trading opportunities of

Switzerland.

4 ‘Country Shares in Selected International Financial

Markets, City Competitiveness Group’, Bank of England.
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The challenge to Britain will be to create a sound

macroeconomic framework without help from French and German

bankers and economists which should certainly be attainable.

If Britain does after all enter EMU it will suffer the

conse~ences of an exchange rate structure and domestic

interest rates which are often inappropriate to British

conditions.

There is a country which has achieved outstanding economic

success with high employment, competitive manufacturing

companies and a prosperous financial sector which does not

maintain exchange rate stability with any other currency. If

Britain remains outside EMU, the model for the maintenance of

the market share of the City of London is surely Switzerland?

>


